ZAUM_percussion
ZAUM_percussion is an ensemble founded in 2018 by Simone Beneventi, Carlota Cáceres and Lorenzo Colombo: three
percussionists with an international background. Summing up common interests, they come together to create new
music as well as refreshing the most representative repertoire of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
ZAUM_percussion commissioned new pieces to composers such as Claudio Ambrosini, Marco Momi, premiered works
by Esaias Jarnegard, Lorenzo Pagliei and interpreted music by Carlos Alsina, Mario Bertoncini, Richard Barrett, Vinko
Globokar, Mauricio Kagel, Iannis Xenakis.
They made a recording for Deutschlandradio and for Obsolete Capitalism Collective / la Deleuziana; they performed in
Berlin, Forlì, Milano, Modena, Rome, Mallorca, Parma, also in collaboration with artists such as: Quattrox4 circus
company, Ensemble Prometeo or Zeitkratzer Ensemble. Additionally, they develop projects with pedagogical and
participative approach, involving groups at risk of social exclusion.
ZAUM_percussion is ensemble in residence at Milano Musica Festival (2018- 2021) and at Snape Maltings 2020
(Aldeburgh, UK).

SIMONE
BENEVENTI
Born in Reggio Emilia (1982),
awarded with the Silver Lion at the
Venice Music Biennale (Repertorio
Zero Project), Simone's research
on the design of new instruments
and new compositional solutions
for percussion have defined his per
formance field as "Creative Solism".
With equal interest, he dedicates
himself to popular projects and to
the creation of musicological
publications. He lives in Parma and
teaches at the Conservatory of
Sassari in Sardinia.

CARLOTA CÁCERES
Born in Badajoz (1988), Carlota combines her passion about contemporary music, music theater and
performance with a large orchestral experience under conductors such as Simon Rattle or Gustavo
Dudamel. She won first and second prize in Kiefer Hablitzel Stiftung competition and third prize in
Förderpreis der BOG für Junge Musikerinnen.
She lives in Palma de Mallorca where she is associated professor at Conservatori Superior de les Illes

LORENZO
COLOMBO
Born in (1990), Lorenzo soloist
the Na zionale delle Yamaha
F o u n d a t i o n P r i c e
andtheInternational Percussion
Competition. In 2016 he has been
identified as a promising young
performer thE ULYSSES NETWORK
a n d by Steve n S c h i c k fo r
Manifeste / IRCAM in Paris. He
lives in Copenaghen where he
develops his research related to
new technologies and multimedia.

TRIO AND
ELECTRONICS
Claudio Ambrosini,
De rerum natura (2020, 25’) - (WP)
(Commissioned by Milano Musica)
Marco Momi,
New piece (2020, 25’) - (WP)
(Commissioned by Milano Musica)

ACOUSTIC TRIO
Caros Roque Alsina, Reflets in trio (2002, 12’)
Richard Barrett, urlicht (2013-14, 14’)
Mario Bertoncini, Tune (1965, ad libitum)
Esaias Jarnegard, Straw, strings, fences (2013, 16’/30’) - (WP)
Lorenzo Pagliei, Polaris (2015, 18’)
Iannis Xenakis, Okho (1989, 14’)

MUSIC THEATRE
**
Maurice Kagel, Répertoire (1967-70, 60’) for 5 or more performers
New version guided by Françoise Rivalland for ZAUM_percussion and circus artists.
This compilation of "Szenisches Konzertstück", is the succession of one hundred theatrical appearances which includes the construction of utopian
instruments and an improbable scenic setting. Its Dadaist aspect bring us into a world, often clownish, that touches us with its fragility.

Giorgio Battistelli, Jules Verne (1987, 50’) Fantasia da camera in forma di spettacolo
New version for ZAUM_percussion.
Inspired by three famous books by Jules Verne, Battistelli reinterprets his texts in a surrealist and psychoanalytical key. The piece was requested by
Jean Pierre Drouet and performed by Trio Le Cercle. After their very successful performances, this work, almost a musical comedy, has not been
played since 1996, when the Trio ceased to exist. The three performers, in the roles of Capitan Nemo, Doctor Fergusson, Professor Lindebrok, will
venture together in an imaginative physical and musical journey in their respective worlds of Earth, Water and Air.

ZAUM_percussion + GUESTS
George Aperghis, Suite from L'Écharpe Rouge (1984-2020, 30') for 2 piano and 3 percussionists (in progress)
Vinko Globokar, Tribadabum extensif sur rythme fantôme, (1986, 25’) for three or unlimited number of percussionists

SOCIAL ZAUM

Sound containers in urban space
(2 days, 25 artists involved, 145 micro-concerts, 15’ each)
For the Opening of Milano Musica Festival 2018, six containers were transformed into “musical boxes” and placed in different areas of the city,
hosting for two days 145 free micro-concerts 15 minutes long, for an audience of ten people at a time.
The decontextualization of performative spaces becomes an opportunity for several original and site-specific shows.
The 25 artists involved, active in different fields but sharing the spirit of research and creation, offered some of the most interesting acoustic and
electro-acoustic proposals from the multiform world of today’s percussion music.
Inspired by the homonymous project by Ictus Ensemble (Bruxelles), Zaum_percussion has given rise to a project of social impact in the urban
peripheries, involving both local and young artists, creating a privileged experience for a new and unusual public.

www.zaumpercussion.com
contact@zaumpercussion.com
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